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Jordaina Sydney Robinson : Deader Still: A Bridget Sway Novel (A Paranormal Ghost Cozy Mystery Series
Book 2) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth my time, and all praised Deader Still:
A Bridget Sway Novel (A Paranormal Ghost Cozy Mystery Series Book 2):
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. if you need a good who done it and some laugh out loud laughter
...By Sheila K. Salesmanthis series is a whole bunch of books rolled in one, it has mystery, humor and the paranormal
all together.i got the first one free and i was hooked. if you need a good who done it and some laugh out loud laughter
and add some snarky ghosts, this is the book for you.i hope the author keeps them coming3 of 3 people found the
following review helpful. More fun with BridgetBy Illinois ReaderThe beginning of the book starts off with Bridget's
funeral on earth. A somber occasion that turns into a madhouse of violence and stupidity that is witnessed by all of
Bridget's housemates as well as Sabrina and Oz. It is during the funeral that Bridget gets a mysterious summons to her
assessment-which is a week long session of tests and activities to determine if she was adjusting properly to the afterdeath life. There were about 30 other people who were also in the class, a class Bridget had no hope of passing. Dr.
Watson is in charge of her assessment, the same Dr. Watson that Bridget saw last week, and that didn't go well.Also in
her second week the stuffing of dead bodies in her locker continues. Naturally, when the body in her locker is Dr.
Watson, Bridget is once again interrogated by the police and the GB. Even though she was doing community service
during the time of the murder, she is still a suspect. This situation along with the Physic PI business that she was one
of three ghosts consulting for, keeps her beyond busy in her lunch hours and during breaks from her GA class. Thank
heavens for a resourceful partner in "crime" her friend Sabrina!Bridget, Sabrina, and "outlaw" ghost Edith work
together to solve the mystery for the physic's client as well as trying to sort out the confusion of the latest death and all
the mysterious happenings that continue in the assessment meetings. Bridget and Sabrina are genuinely good people
trying to find out the person responsible for so much death. Of course most of the attention falls on Bridget and she is
portrayed as a horrible person. The two friends continue with their confusing theories and makeshift plans no matter
what happens. They are funny characters and so likeable. Then there is the mother hen, Edith who calls everyone
"dear" and points out the obvious but never fails to help. I love the way they dodge Oz and authorities, managing to
stay out of trouble many many times when I was sure they would be caught!At first I thought the book started off a
little unbelievable (even for Bridget), but before long the PI team took charge and added their excitement to the mix. I
read the second half of the book without moving because I HAD to figure out the resolution. It was a fun book and so
enjoyable that I ordered the next book in the series and read the first three chapters still without moving!Better get that

third book ready because I am sure YOU WILL want to know what happens next.1 of 1 people found the following
review helpful. Hilarious! And ridiculously good!By Nadine VrijhofThis is a fantastic book! Very well written. Book
#2 in this series and an absolute winner.At the beginning of the book we catch Bridget, the eternal troublemaker,
trying to make her corpse look better for the funeral. But things go wrong in many unexpected wayshellip; Hilarious
doesnrsquo;t even begin to describe it.Afterlife feels like Hell to Bridget. The afterlife is filled with illogical
bureaucracy. Shersquo;s not really adjusting all that well and rebels against all the weird rules. And shersquo;s very
materialistic. And has serious anger-issues. But shersquo;s so hilariously funny and deliciously sarcastic!It takes a
while for the case to start, but I didnrsquo;t mind one bit; the first chapters are about the funeral and an assessment
(which BTW was totally Ozrsquo;s fault, not hers for not adjusting, LOL). Super fun!When Bridget finds a dead ghost
in her locker yet again, of course she canrsquo;t help but investigate, together with her friend Sabrina. Madame Zorina
also brings a case to their attention, so thatrsquo;s part of the story too.There is a really surprising twist at the end, one
I didnrsquo;t see coming! At one point, it got so suspenseful, I started reading really fast in my haste to find out what
happened next. But (yes, there is a lsquo;butrsquo;): the lsquo;whyrsquo; isnrsquo;t fully explained, just partially.
Thatrsquo;s nagging at me a bit. I canrsquo;t explain which lsquo;whyrsquo; is missing without spoiling anything, so I
wonrsquo;t. But letrsquo;s just say, despite this being a truly great book, therersquo;s still room for improvement :)If
you like fun, quirky, ghosts, all combined in a good cozy mystery, then this is a must-read for you!I received a free
copy of this book and voluntarily chose to review.
You thought living was hard? You should try being dead ... Bridget Sway has survived the first week of her afterlife
ndash; but only just. Working a job that still doesnrsquo;t pay, wearing a uniform thatrsquo;s still a fashion disaster
and now facing a week-long assessment, things can only get better hellip; right? Wrong. And therersquo;s another
dead ghost in her locker to prove it.When Bridgetrsquo;s caught holding the proverbial smoking gun over the second
body, the police are even more determined to pin the murders on her. So once again itrsquo;s left to Bridget and her
friends to prove her innocence, but with the Ghosting Busters (the afterlife uuml;ber police) taking an interest in her,
things arenrsquo;t going to be so straightforward. While dodging the police, avoiding her handsome parole
officerrsquo;s interrogations, and trying to pass her assessment, Bridget needs to find the killer hellip; before the killer
finds her. Interview with the author What makes the Bridget Sway series so special?I think itrsquo;s a couple of
things, to be honest. I read across genres, from cozy mysteries to paranormal mysteries to a wide range of chick lit. So
when I was writing the Bridget Sway series, I wanted to incorporate all of my favourite elements of those genres into
the series and the characters as well. That might sound like a bit of a strange mash up, but it blends together really
well. From cozy mysteries, I stole the dead bodies and the amateur sleuthing because I love whodunnits! One of the
things that can become frustrating in cozy mysteries, though, is the ditsy heroine that continually runs into dangerous
situations. I wanted to make Bridget smarter than the average cozy amateur sleuth, so I gave her the sassy or snarky
attitude of the strong female characters that are so prevalent in the paranormal mystery genre. I also borrowed a little
of the sarcastic wit and humor as well. Because everyone needs a little humor when finding dead bodies!And, despite
her being a ghost, I wanted to make sure Bridget Sway was relatable, so I made sure she struggles with friendships and
personal growth just like everyone in real life. Both of these themes are dominant in the chick lit genre. All of this
means that the Bridget Sway series has roots in all three genres; cozy mystery, paranormal mystery, and chick lit. I
think this is what makes the series so popular because it appeals to a much wider audience. Who is the series aimed at?
Really, anyone who loves a good whodunnit!With it being part cozy mystery it means therersquo;s no swearing or sex,
and no real bloodmdash;people arenrsquo;t getting limbs lobbed offmdash;so itrsquo;s fine for younger readers. And,
apart from the fact itrsquo;s set in the afterlife and the characters are ghosts, the paranormal element is fairly limited to
that. Itrsquo;s not a horror story by any stretch of the imagination. Do you have to read them in order? Nope, you
donrsquo;t. Theyrsquo;re all standalone mysteries so you can read them in any order. That said, it is a series, so to get
the most out of it Irsquo;d suggest the following order:Just a Touch Dead (prequel)Beyond DeadDeader StillA Little
More DeadDead and Buried Bridget Sway: A Paranormal Ghost Cozy Mystery Series categories: Mystery SeriesCozy
Mystery ParanormalGhost Amateur Sleuths
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